
Vehicle NO.DL 3 CC S 2859 PS Kishangarh    State vs M/s Asus Investment P. 
Ltd. 

20.04.2020 

Present: None for the State. 

Applicant / AR in person with counsel Sh. Kanishka Singh.

An  application  for  release  of  vehicle  no.  DL  3  CC  S  2859  on 

superdari  has  been  filed  by  the  applicant.  Report  of  IO perused.   As  per  the 

report, IO has not objected to the release of vehicle on superdari.

Perused. Heard.

As the vehicle is no more required for any purpose of investigation, 

let vehicle no. DL 3 CC S 2859 be released to the applicant/ registered owner on 

furnishing Superdaginama/indemnity bond to the tune of Rs.5,00,000/-to the 

satisfaction  of  the  SHO/  IO  concerned  and  further  subject  to  condition  that 

applicant/registered owner shall  produce the vehicle before IO / Court as and 

when directed and shall not dispose off / not create any third party interest of any 

nature whatsoever / without any permission.

Photographs of the vehicle and soft copy of the photographs in a CD 

be kept by the IO and be filed with the charge sheet as and when the same is filed. 

Endorsement be made on the  RC.  Intimation be  sent  to  RTO.  The IO is  also 

directed to verify the insurance of the vehicle and prepare a detailed panchnama 

(alongwith the valuation report) before releasing of vehicle. He is also directed to 

take photographs of vehicle from all angles. The said photographs be attested and 

counter signed by the complainant, accused as well as the person to whom the 

custody is handed over. 

Copy of this order be given dasti. 

   (ANKITA LAL)
Duty MM/PHC/ND
   20.04.2020



FIR NO.117/2020         PS IGI Airport               STATE VS Jagdish Singh 

20.04.2020 

Present: Ld. APP for the State. 

Sh. Akram Khan, Ld. Remand Lawyer for defence. 

This is a bail application under Section 437 Cr.P.C. for grant of bail 

moved on behalf of accused Jagdish Singh. 

It  is  submitted  by  Ld.  Remand Lawyer  that  accused  has  already 

been granted bail and seeks permission to withdraw the present application.

In  view  of  submissions  made  on  behalf  of  accused,  the  present 

application is dismissed as withdrawn. 

   (ANKITA LAL)
Duty MM/PHC/ND
   20.04.2020



FIR NO.16/2020                PS Parliament Street         STATE VS Vikas Kumar

20.04.2020 

Present: Ld. APP for the State. 

Sh. Akram Khan, Ld. Remand Lawyer for defence.

This  is  an  application  seeking  modification  of  interim  bail  of 

accused  Vikas  Kumar,  order  dated  16.04.2020,  which  was  received  by  the 

undersigned on email. 

Application perused. Heard. 

A copy of order dated 16.04.2020 of Ld. Duty MM, PHC is also filed 

along with application. 

A  reply  dated  20.04.2020  has  also  been  received  from  Jail 

Superintendent.  Vide  the  present  application,  applicant  /  accused  seeks 

modification of interim bail order dated 16.04.2020 of Ld. Duty MM and prays 

that accused be released on personal bond only as he is unable to arrange surety 

due  to  countrywide  lock  down.  A  telecommunication  was  also  held  with  Ld. 

Counsel for accused Sh. Sanjeev Malik, today.

Having regards  to  the  facts  and  circumstances  of  the  caseand in 

view of grounds stated,  I deem it fit to release the accused Vikas Kumar 

on personal bond only to the tune of Rs.50,000/- to the satisfaction of 

concerned Jail Magistrate / Jail Superintendent. 

The remaining conditions of  interim bail  order dated 16.04.2020 

shall be remain intact. 

Copy  of  order  be  sent  to  Jail  superintendent  for  necessary 

intimation.

   (ANKITA LAL)
Duty MM/PHC/ND
   20.04.2020



FIR NO.207/2019             PS Kishangarh             STATE VS Nizam @ Najir 
20.04.2020 

Present: Ld. APP for the State. 

Remand Lawyer Sh. Akram Khan, for defence. 

This is  an application for grant of bail  under Section 437 Cr.P.C. 

moved on behalf of accused Nizam @ Najir. 

Reply has already been received from the concerned IO. 

I have perused the application as well as reply. 

The  record  file  has  also  been  summoned  from  the  Ahlmad  of 

concerned Court having jurisdiction, PS Kishangarh. As per the reply filed by IO, 

accused is involved in several other cases of similar nature and, accordingly, his 

bail application is strongly opposed. 

As per the record, bail application was filed by applicant / accused 

Nizam  @  Najir  previously  also,  which  was  heard  by  Ld.  Duty  Magistrate  on 

27.03.2020. The record of previous involvement of the accused was filed before 

the  said  Ld.  Duty  Magistrate  and  it  has  also  been  observed  by  the  said  Ld. 

Magistrate that accused is  involved in 87 other cases and is running in JC in 

several  cases  and  also  undergoing  sentence  in  one  of  the  cases.  Hence, 

considering  several previous involvement of accused Nazim and, since he is a 

habitual offender and also tried in the present case is still pending and the matter 

is listed for consideration on charge, the present bail application of accused 

Nazim @ Najir stands dismissed. 

Copy  of  this  order  be  sent  to  Jail  Superintendent  for  necessary 

intimation and be also provided to Ld. Counsel for accused, if prayed. 

Application stands disposed of.

   (ANKITA LAL)
Duty MM/PHC/ND
   20.04.2020



FIR NO.271/2019   PS Crime Branch   STATE VS Moti Lal 

20.04.2020 

Present: None for the State. 

Sh. Sandeep Lohra, counsel for applicant / accused. 

This is  an application for grant of  bail/  interim bail  under Section 437 

Cr.P.C. moved on behalf of Moti Lal. 

Arguments heard. 

Reply has already been filed by IO. IO has objected to the release to the 

accused on bail / interim bail on the ground that accused has involved in two other cases 

in FIR No.270/2019 PS Crime Branch, New Delhi, u/s 419/420/468/471/120B IPC and 

FIR no.12/19, PS South Avenue and the cheated amount has also huge. 

On the other hand, Ld. counsel for the accused has argued that accused 

has lodged in custody for last about 09 months and charge-sheet has already been filed 

and prays that accused be either released on regular bail or interim bail in view of the 

present contingency regarding Covid-19 pandemic. 

Having regards to the facts and circumstances of the case and arguments 

made by Ld. Counsel for accused, I deem it fit to grant interim bail of 45 days to the 

accused Moti Lal on furnishing personal bond and surety bond  in a sum of Rs.30,000/- 

to the satisfaction of the Ld. Jail Magistrate concerned / Jail Superintendent. 

The applicant stands disposed of accordingly.

The applicant  /  accused  Moti  Lal  is  directed  to  surrender  before  Jail 

Superintendent concerned after completion of 45 days from the date of his release. 

Proceedings be sent to the Court concerned through proper channel.

Copy  of  order  be  also  sent  to  the  concerned  Jail  Superintendent  for 

intimation  and  necessary  record  and  also  be  provided  dasti  to  the  Ld.  Counsel  for 

accused. 

   (ANKITA LAL)
Duty MM/PHC/ND
   20.04.2020



FIR NO.270/2019   PS Crime Branch   STATE VS Moti Lal 

20.04.2020 

Present: None for the State. 

Sh. Sandeep Lohra, counsel for applicant / accused. 

This is  an application for grant of  bail/  interim bail  under Section 437 

Cr.P.C. moved on behalf of Moti Lal. 

Arguments heard. 

Reply has already been filed by IO. IO has objected to the release to the 

accused on bail / interim bail on the ground that accused has involved in two other cases 

in FIR No.271/2019 PS Crime Branch, New Delhi, u/s 419/420/468/471/120B IPC and 

FIR no.12/19, PS South Avenue and the cheated amount has also huge. 

On the other hand, Ld. counsel for the accused has argued that accused 

has lodged in custody for last about 09 months and charge-sheet has already been filed 

and prays that accused be either released on regular bail or interim bail in view of the 

present contingency regarding Covid-19 pandemic. 

Having regards to the facts and circumstances of the case and arguments 

made by Ld. Counsel for accused, I deem it fit to grant interim bail of 45 days to the 

accused Moti Lal on furnishing personal bond and surety bond  in a sum of Rs.30,000/- 

to the satisfaction of the Ld. Jail Magistrate concerned / Jail Superintendent. 

The applicant stands disposed of accordingly.

The applicant  /  accused  Moti  Lal  is  directed  to  surrender  before  Jail 

Superintendent concerned after completion of 45 days from the date of his release. 

Proceedings be sent to the Court concerned through proper channel.

Copy  of  order  be  also  sent  to  the  concerned  Jail  Superintendent  for 

intimation  and  necessary  record  and  also  be  provided  dasti  to  the  Ld.  Counsel  for 

accused. 

   (ANKITA LAL)
Duty MM/PHC/ND
   20.04.2020

   (ANKITA LAL)



Duty MM/PHC/ND
   20.04.2020



FIR NO.59/2020
PS Crime Branch / Special Cell
STATE VS Meeran Haider & Ors. 

20.04.2020 

Present: None for the State. 

Sh. Akram Khan and Sh. Sarim Naved, counsels for applicant / 

accused. 

This is a bail application under Section 437 Cr.P.C. moved on behalf 

of applicant / accused Meeran Haider for grant of bail. 

Argument heard. 

As per reply filed by IO, offence under Section 302 and 307 IPC has 

also been added to the FIR. 

At this stage, counsel for applicant / accused seeks permission to 

withdraw the present applicant with liberty to file the same before the concerned 

Court. 

In view of submissions made by counsel for applicant / accused, the 

present application is dismissed as withdrawn.

Application stands disposed of accordingly.

   (ANKITA LAL)
Duty MM/PHC/ND
   20.04.2020



FIR NO.52/2020 PS Crime Branch New Delhi
STATE VS Abdul Wahid U/s 25 ARMS ACT

20.04.2020 

This is an application moved under Section 437Cr.P.C. On behalf of applicant / 
accused Abdul Wahid. 
Present: None for the State.

Sh. Amjad Malak, counsel for accused.

Perused. Heard.

The applicant / accused is stated to be in custody since 22.02.2020. 

However, considering the gravity of the alleged offences and the fact that other 

co-accused  Anas is already on interim bail vide order dated 17.04.2020 of Ld. 

Duty Magistrate, and in view  of present situation of Covid-19 pandemic, let the 

applicant  /  accused  Abdul  Wahid  be  enlarged  on  interim  bail  subject  to 

furnishing of bail bond and surety bond in the sum of Rs.30,000/- each to the 

satisfaction of Ld. Jail Magistrate concerned. Applicant / accused Abdul Wahid 

is directed to surrender before Jail Superintendent concerned after 

completion of 45 days from the date of his release. 

The applicant is accordingly disposed of. 

At this stage, Ld. counsel for accused prays that personal bond of 

accused be accepted as he is unable to arrange surety owing to countrywide lock 

down. Heard. 

The accused be released on furnishing personal bond  only 

to  the  satisfaction  of  concerned  Jail  superintendent  /  Ld.  Jail 

Magistrate. 

Proceedings be sent to the Court concerned through proper channel.

Copy be also sent to the concerned Jail Superintendent for intimation and 

necessary record and also be provided dasti to the Ld. Counsel for accused. 

   (ANKITA LAL)
Duty MM/PHC/ND
   20.04.2020



Vehicle NO.DL 1SY 2963     PS Chanakypuri         State vs Vishal singh Thakur

20.04.2020 

Present: Applicant in person.

An application for release of vehicle no.DL 1SY 2963 on superdari 

has been filed by the applicant. Report of IO perused.  As per the report, IO has 

not objected to the release of vehicle on superdari.

Perused. Heard.

As the vehicle is no more required for any purpose of investigation, 

let vehicle no.DL 1SY 2963  be released to the applicant/ registered owner on 

furnishing  Superdaginama/indemnity  bond to  the  tune  of  Rs.15,000/-to  the 

satisfaction  of  the  SHO/  IO  concerned  and  further  subject  to  condition  that 

applicant/registered owner shall  produce the vehicle before IO / Court as and 

when directed and shall not dispose off / not create any third party interest of any 

nature whatsoever / without any permission.

Photographs of the vehicle and soft copy of the photographs in a CD 

be kept by the IO and be filed with the charge sheet as and when the same is filed. 

Endorsement be made on the  RC.  Intimation be  sent  to  RTO.  The IO is  also 

directed to verify the insurance of the vehicle and prepare a detailed panchnama 

(alongwith the valuation report) before releasing of vehicle. He is also directed to 

take photographs of vehicle from all angles. The said photographs be attested and 

counter signed by the complainant, accused as well as the person to whom the 

custody is handed over. 

Copy of this order be given dasti. 

   (ANKITA LAL)
Duty MM/PHC/ND
   20.04.2020



FIR no.275/2020           STATE vs Harish Kumar Tanwar     PS Sagarpur

20.04.2020 

Present: Applicant in person.

An application for release of vehicle no.DL 11B 2825 on superdari 

has been filed by the applicant. Report of IO perused.  As per the report, IO has 

not objected to the release of vehicle on superdari.

Perused. Heard.

As the vehicle is no more required for any purpose of investigation, 

let vehicle no.  DL 11B 2825 be released to the applicant/ registered owner on 

furnishing Superdaginama/indemnity  bond to the tune of  Rs.60,000/-to  the 

satisfaction  of  the  SHO/  IO  concerned  and  further  subject  to  condition  that 

applicant/registered owner shall  produce the vehicle before IO / Court as and 

when directed and shall not dispose off / not create any third party interest of any 

nature whatsoever / without any permission.

Photographs of the vehicle and soft copy of the photographs in a CD 

be kept by the IO and be filed with the charge sheet as and when the same is filed. 

Endorsement be made on the  RC.  Intimation be  sent  to  RTO.  The IO is  also 

directed to verify the insurance of the vehicle and prepare a detailed panchnama 

(alongwith the valuation report) before releasing of vehicle. He is also directed to 

take photographs of vehicle from all angles. The said photographs be attested and 

counter signed by the complainant, accused as well as the person to whom the 

custody is handed over. 

Copy of this order be given dasti. 

   (ANKITA LAL)
Duty MM/PHC/ND
   20.04.2020


